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Firefly Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Wolf: Legend, Enemy, Icon (2nd
Revised edition), Rebecca L. Grambo, Daniel J. Cox, A passionate look at one of the most fascinating
animals in the world. In this updated and expanded edition with 16 new pages, Rebecca Grambo
paints an intimate portrait of an animal that has fascinated, inspired and terrified people
throughout human history. Drawing on a wide variety of sources, the author weaves together
ancient legends, up-to-date science, historical writings and personal observations. With penetrating
photography by Daniel J. Cox, the result is a magnificent, passionate and powerful story of an
animal worth understanding and preserving. Chapters include: * At the Firelight's Edge: stories that
record the earliest human-wolf encounters * Part of the Pack: how wolves work together to hunt, for
protection and to take care of the young * Legendary Predator: how wolves organise the hunt and
select their prey * Warriors and Wolves: how, from ancient times, wolves have been role models for
warriors * Shamans and Shapeshifters: how wolves have been seen as a great source of power and
healing * Predator Becomes Prey: how humans have hunted wolves beyond all reason or need.New
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Reviews
This book will never be straightforward to start on looking at but extremely exciting to read. I actually have read through and that i am sure that i am
going to gonna go through once more again in the future. I am happy to explain how this is the very best book i have read through in my individual
lifestyle and may be he best publication for at any time.
-- Estr ella Howe DVM
Just no words to explain. Indeed, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and
is particularly simply following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact altered me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Leila ni Rippin
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